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FOLLOW USA You should all be familiar with the Cali OS that is being built in a safe environment. And it is used for most coding and ethical hacking purposes. Kali is one of the best Linux distributions, especially for penetration testing. And fortunately, it is available as a custom ROM for Android phones. The latest ROM
Kali 2020 is now available. If you like Kali Linux and have been operating it on your computer, then here's a chance to get it on your phone too. Here you will learn how to install Kali NetHunter on Android phones. Imagine everything you can do on your phone with Kali OS. Well, not all you can do on your computer, but
most features will be available like command terminal/shell and other useful features. You can install it on any Android phone that has either a root privilege or not. Yes, you can install it on any Android phone. But in both cases, you should have a phone with an unlocked loader. Many brands do not allow you to unlock a
downloader like Vivo, Oppo, Nokia, which means you can't install Kali OS on these phones. Using Cali and his team shell is a lot of fun if you're in ethical hacking, and now it's in your pocket and easy to carry around. There are some interesting features that we get using the shell and the hacking module in WiFi. Yes, you
can do it on Kali OS, but only for testing and ethical purposes. There are two ways to get Kali OS on your Android phone. As we mentioned earlier, we can install Kali OS on Android Phones with root access or no root access. But it requires an unlocked loader, and if you have a phone with the downloader unlocked, then



this is the guide for you. We will share a guide to installing Cali on the root phone as it is much easier. And for a non-root device, I suggest the following YouTube videos, which will be easy. Before you follow the steps, first download the ROM from the below section. In case you want to install Kali Nethunter OS on your
phone without root, then you can visit this link for step-by-step video tutorials. Download Kali NetHunter ROM for Android Phones Kali OS is also available as a custom ROM for some devices that you can download from XDA. You can directly flash custom ROM through TWRP recovery, so we'll share different methods.
The guide we're going to share requires root access, but it's much easier and you can understand the steps easily. If you don't know how to root your phone, then you can search for a model device on our website and you'll get a root guide. Below you'll find links to the files you need to install Cali Nethunter on your
phone. Download Kali Magisk Module Download Cali NetHunter ROM After file you are ready to install ROM on your device. Below, we'll mention a list of requirements you'll need for this guide. Guide. Install Kali ROM on Android Phones If you are going through this method, then I think you have root access on your
phone. And most likely, Magisk is installed, but if not, then flash Magisk zip and install Magisk manager. Install the Magisk Manager app on your phone if it's not installed. Copy the KaliNetHunter zip file and kalifs-full.tar.xz file to store your phone. Now open the Magisk Manager app and follow the steps below. Click on
the three bars in the top left version and it will open the menu. Go to the modules and then click on the 'I' icon, find the KaliNethunter zip file. It will start flashing Kali ROM on your phone and then click on the restart. After the reboot, you'll see three apps (Netunter, Term-nh, VNC-nh). Open the NetHunter app, click on the
three bars on the left side and open Kali Chroot Manager. Then click on the Kali chroot zgt; use the SD card of the Full Chroot. It will detect the Kali full OS (Kalifs-full.tar.xz) file, which may take some time, so wait until the next screen appears. He will ask to choose metapacks so choose cali-linux, kali-linux-full,
potassium-linux-all, kali-linux-nethunter. You can also choose other metapacks if you want and then click on Set and Update. That's it, now KaliHunter is now installed on your phone. This is a guide for users who have root privileges on their phones. There are many benefits to using Cali Nethunter especially if you are
studying ethical hacking for your career. Kali Nethunter also has its own integrated app store where you'll find many useful apps. So you have a guide to how to install Cali Nethunter on any Android phone. If you have any questions on your mind, then let us know in the comments section below and we'll help you with the
answer. Read also: Our NetHunter images support programmable HID keyboard attacks (a-la-teensy) as well as BadUSB network attacks, allowing an attacker to easily MITM an unsuspecting target by simply connecting your device to a computer USB port. In addition to these built-in features, we have a whole set of
native Kali Linux tools available for use, many of which are customized through a simple web interface. The Kali NetHunter configuration interface allows you to easily customize complex configuration files across your local web interface. This feature, along with a custom core that supports 802.11 wireless injections and
is pre-configured to connect back VPN services, make NetHunter a formidable network security tool or discrete drop box - with Cali Linux at your fingertips wherever you are! 之前直⽤-deployer安装cali。。。 发现这个东⻄⾮常地鸡肋,与系统结合的并不好。 后来发现kali-nethunter有通⽤包 Bloggers use the mi3-TD phone
(coding fish, fish), which is still relatively common in China. First, install a brush tool that, like the windows, is android-debugging-bridge and fastboot. This step is very simple, simple: apt-get install adb fastboot can be used until the installation is complete, no need to install any mobile phone driver and then find a side-
recovery because the nethunter is not an official brush bag, the initial recovery can not brush, so we usually use the Win Recovery Project command, third-party recovery, bloggers previously searched from Baidu after download, all matching their own mobile phone Then there is a download nethunter universal package,
the latest version of the update-nethunter-general-xxx.zip brush package on (which should be dated differs from the screenshot below), xxx is determined by the architecture of your phone CPU, If it is 64 bits, choose arm64, if it is normal CPU, my mi3-over, so I chose armhf as for i386 and am64 architecture ... I've never
seen anyone have such a mobile phone... That's why not choose a brush bag that contains kalifs (kali's chroot bag) because according to my practice, cleaning in caliphs when you swipe machine can't increase the waiting time of the brush machine, so I decided to clean the basic components (apps) after installing the
caliphs on the phone. The fourth step may actually brush the nh bag directly, but, bloggers believe that the phone has been used for a long time a small card ... Also with the official site in the development version of MIUI8, intends to double the brush machine first. By the way, tell me how to clean the car usually. The
phone uses a data cable to tie the computer and then turn off, then press and hold the volume and power keys to enter fastboot mode (depending on the phone model). Then the terminal entering fastboot download xxx.img (i.e. previously downloaded third-party recovery which.img file) after this phone should have a
reaction there, is twrp started photos and then the phone entered twrp, many mobile phones twrp is the Chinese version, choose the language can go to the Chinese interface later, but bloggers now use it is not. First I will choose Wipe (Erase Data) - Advanced Wipe to choose all options ... Of course, USB data should
not choose a dual slider clear... Double Clear back to the main menu... Choose the installation (installation) - copy the brush pack on your phone (you can't find your phone and disable the cable) - select the brush pack and brush it in. Wait a minute for the brush machine to finish... Of course you won't have this error
below me, so ignore it and then reboot the system (reboot system) is a familiar MIUI, after a simple installation, let's go to the security center - authorization management to open root permissions ... ... Enough free space on /system, change the variable SpaceRequired in the catalog of tools of the brush package from 50
to 10 or less.  Cleaning in the back brush machine works all over... Beautifully take a screenshot of the combination of MIUI8 and kali-nethunter, step six, install the caliphs, give the NetHunter app root resolution, and then open. Choose Kali Chroot Manager -INSTALL KALI CHROOT, then choose download, download a
packet of caliphs from the Internet and install it, then choose the size of the package, you can choose a mini package or choose the full (full package), of course the difference in the size of the space occupied and then wait for the long download to the end, unplup ... Then pop up to update, select the component that you
want to update and then press the bottom button to update and then bounce to the terminal simulator and then it's just like Cali on your computer (honestly, these steps forget screenshots... CHROOT then chooses to download one, downloads the kalifs package from the Internet and installs it, then chooses the size of
the package, you can choose a mini package (mini package) or you can choose the full (full package), of course the difference in the size of the space is different and then wait for the long download to the end, unpase ... Then pop up to update, select a component that you want to update and then press the bottom
button for an update and then bounce to the terminal simulator and then it's just like Cali on your computer (honestly, these steps forget screenshots...)
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